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Re: Unit 17-1 VDT Commercial Prescription (Objection To) 

DearBLM, 

Thanks for starting to incorporate rrore earth friendly (and therefore resident friendly) procedures in 
managing the lands entrusted to your care. Being a lando\M'ler living in Thompson Creek Valley about 
mid way up (mile 5.5) I am concerned about the possibility of your determining that helicopter logging is 
appropriate, or even needed in this vicinity. In specific, unit 17-1 which has a rather steep incline facing 
the valley is of great concern. Besides being the primary eastern viewscape for quite a number of farms 
and homes of the area, and shedding water directly upon those at its base, the forest on its slopes 
does not seem in need of any thinning to be considered safe in regards to 'Nildfire threats. In fact cutting 
out 'splotches' of the forest, as helicopter logging does, v.ould only increase fuel loads at ground level, 
actually increasing such risk. At. least this is my take on the situation. 

l.klit 17-1 was already helicopter logged as recently as 1999 and it seems excessive to do so again at 
such short interval. Many of us in the area v.ould like to see this forest increase in average tree age and 
size and possibly be allowed to become 'old-growth' one day, maybe not in our lifetimes though. 

Which brings me to the (to me) convoluted way of thinking about forest management that allows cutting 
of up to (and over in some cases) 30" trees (for 'thinning,' even). l-low are we ever going to have 'new 
old-growth forests if we keep cutting anything that starts to get up to a larger diameter? I v.ould say 
spare this unit, especially the ~tYestern facing slope of it that spills down into the valley as a 'set aside' to 
see just 't\tlat an old-growth forest that \W can all watch growYo()uld look like and turn out to be. Possibly 
that Yo()uld only be for our children to see. You could designate it the Middle Thompson Creek Old
growth Experiment (or whatever) and reap much positive PR from it. 

The spacing of trees in this unit ( 17-1) seems to be relatively ideal, 'Nithout a lot of space allowing 
ground level fuel build up, and also not too crov.ded 't\tlere the craWls are in severe competition and 
therefore \Wakened through 'over extension.' Yes, there is a small clump or i'Ao of standing dead trees, 
but this seems perfectly natural for a forest. Loggers v.ouldn't want to cut or take these trees anyway. 

Also, about cutting hardYo()ods smaller than 12". It is knov.n the kind of regeneration fuel problems that 
occur when madrone and live oak are cut. Many small v.oody, highly flammable sprouts from the stumps 
will be created. The BLM doesn't have the money or manpo\Wr to keep cutting the regeneration back, 
so it seems wsest to leave established madrone and live oak trees alone. This has been stated by fire 
district personnel and BLM folks alike. Possibly with helicopter logging these hardv.ood trees (and 
larger) are not taken anyway? If, indeed, they are, I v..uuld suggest not doing so and save us much 
future time, energy and expense. 
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Cutting the larger fir trees always seems to (even extensively) damage neighboring older hardwood 
trees with spreading canopies. I haven't seen great care by loggers in the past to prevent this. They 
usually want to get in and get as much as possible in the shortest amount of time, thereby impacting 
other trees not selected for harvest. 

The greatest forest fire hazard is undergrowth, which needs to be cleared on a regular basis. BLM 
could provide jobs for locals by having them clear undergrowth wherever it is getting out of hand, 
including on private property. 

Erosion control is particularly important on steep slopes like the one under consideration. Old trees 
provide the best erosion control because of their deep root structures and breaking the force of falling 
rain with their foliage. 

Rainfall is scarce in this area, partly because of changes in land use. It is well understood that forests 
maintain or enhance rainfall by pumping deep water into the atmosphere through transpiration. 
Throughout history, where forests are destroyed, arid conditions result. In many desert lands around 
the world, efforts are under way to recapture land from the deserts by replanting trees. We should be 
increasing forest land, not decreasing it, and helicopter logging would further interfere with this 
important ecological function. 

In addition to the erosion control and transpiration aspects, the large trees play a crucial role in 
maintaining the ground water and top soil quality by drawing the water deep down into the ground, 
which desalinates the ground water that is vital to the production of topsoil. The loss of trees means the 
loss of current topsoil due to salinization and desertification, but also the loss of future soils. This is a 
very serious side effect as it takes over 400 years for a forest to create enough topsoil capable of 
sustaining crops. I don't know if the BLM plans on replanting trees, but replacing the hundreds of tons 
of biomass from the full grown trees with saplings that weigh ounces, creates a ground water cycle gap 
of decades, not to mention the significant reduction in producing atmospheric moisture. 

Last, but not least, this obnoxious helicopter logging (especially on a unit so recently logged) is a true 
burden upon the local populace that has to live and work in this small steep-sided valley daily. The 
sound effects would be surreal. I don't know of anyone (neighbors) who thinks it is a good idea for that 
reason alone, and with other various objections, most think it is a really bad idea. 

Thank you for considering my objections to 'thinning' Unit 17-1 by helicopter (or any other way). I look 
forward to hearing your reply to these considerations i've enumerated. 
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